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Transcript 

Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

I didn’t get an episode out last week. I kept trying! But Three of the 5 of us got colds and I 
thought I was going to be able to avoid it this time. But it finally caught me so I’ve been a bit 
under the weather since the middle of last week. 

Before I get to the question, a quick message for parents of older kids, meaning 5 or over. I 
took a look at the reviews on iTunes the other day. One of the reviews said that she used to 
listen a lot but now her kids are getting older and so the topics don’t pertain to her so much 
anymore. I totally get that. But if you have kids that are in elementary or even tweens or 
adolescents, I actually worked with tweens and adolescents, that was my biggest population 
when I was doing therapy work through schools and the agency. So I can answer questions 
about kids of all ages. But I answer what is sent in and the questions are almost all 5 and under. 
But if you have a question about parenting older children, please, please send it in! i also think 
parents of younger kids like to hear about what’s coming and what to expect down the road 
too! 

I know I only got to one questions last week and didn’t get to the second one! But I also 
realized that this question, the one I’m carrying over from last week also requires some more in 
depth help and I think it’s something a lot of parents struggle with with toddler and 
preschoolers. So in order to give it the time it deserves, I’m only going to cover this one 
question today and that is helping a 3 year old with her strong emotions and reactions. 

This question is from Tess who wrote: 
“Hello! I have a 3 year old, Evelyn, (turning 4 in a month) and when she has bad days they are 
BAD! Today has been a rough one. Her cousin (5) was over today to play. Many times while 
playing she wouldn’t share. She wanted everything her cousin had. She has a little sister (2) so 
it's not like she’s not use to sharing. How can we coach her on sharing?  

Also, today when she wouldn’t get her way she goes into full inconsolable tantrum that last 
20-45 minutes. Earlier in the day my husband sat her on the couch while she was kicking and 
hitting and spitting and full on tantrum mode. And sat with her until she calmed down and then 
coached her and she came out to play. She was good (still having a hard time sharing) until 
nap. Her cousin quietly sat at the kitchen table coloring while I put my 3 year old to bed. She 
was refusing to climb into bed to read books. We have a nap time/bed time routine of 3 books, 



3 hugs and kisses and one back rub. She knows the routine. When she refused to go to bed I 
tried 1-2-3 Magic and told her if she didnt climb in bed to read our books we were not going 
to read books (a little harsh I know, I was hoping she would comply, jokes on me). When she 
didnt listen and then lost books, she went into full tantrum mode. While trying to get her to lay 
down, I did 1-2-3 Magic again and told her if she doesnt lay down then I'm going to close her 
door for 2 minutes. That didn't go good. It seemed like everything I tried fueled the fire. I don't 
know what to do. We are at a total loss and I feel like nothing we do works. We are very 
consistent and firm, if we say something we do it.  Thanks for your time!!" 

"Hi Tessa, So first let’s talk about 3 (almost 4) sharing and empathy and what you can expect 
and then how to coach and teach her about sharing. So first, 3 year olds are not great at 
sharing. They start to get it, around 3 for some, but most are 3 1/2 to 4 and then don’t get 
adept at it until 5 or so. Even after that, squabbles and struggles will still likely come up from 
time to time. Also, we need to keep in mind what is happening at that time, if there are any 
extra stressors or reasons for struggling with emotions, like being tired, overstimulated, hungry 
and that kind of thing. So long busy days, hunger, schedule changes and of course bigger life 
changes, will make our younger children more irritable and prone to outbursts. So just keep 
that in mind if your young child is really struggling more than normal on a given day. 

In the class, Your Developing Preschooler, I cover all areas of development. What is normal, any 
red flags and ways to support development. When it comes to sharing this falls under the 
social development. There are steps parents can do to help ease their child into the concept of 
sharing. Before I go over those, Some background is really helpful. First, like I said, age is very 
important. Any age under 3 is not likely to be very fruitful in teaching sharing. This is because 
before 3 children are still developing the sense of self, me, and that is why we hear, me my and 
mine so often in this younger age group.  The idea that the other person has feelings or needs 
or desires outside of my own, is a very abstract concept to a 2 year old. At 3 when empathy 
begins to develop is when they can begin to understand that other people have feelings and 
that those feelings may not match their own. When they can start to read and interpret other’s 
facial expressions and other expression of emotion. Also, remember that all kids develop 
different skills at different ages. So just like one child is walking at 9 months another at 18 
months, the same is true for these social-emotionally skills. So one child may be 2 years and 10 
months and is already sharing, and this is the rare child but it does happen! While another who 
just turned 4 is still struggling. But there are steps we can take to teach empathy and sharing. 
Before I get into the steps on coaching and teaching sharing, there’s one more important point 
about sharing and that is, if your child has a toy that is very special to him or her, it’s OK to have 
a few toys that they don’t have to share. If those are toys your child doesn’t want to share, like 
their favorite stuffed animal or a truck they rarely put down, then you want to set that up for 
success, the toy stays home from play dates, or in the car or if they want their lovey for security 
while they warm up, it’s fine but they need to be sure to give it to you when they are ready to 
join the other kids in play. Think of it this way, this toy truck or animal or whatever it is, is really 
special to your child. It may look like a ratty bear or a chunk of wood with chipped paint to you, 
but to your child this is their ferrari. And you wouldn’t let just anyone drive your ferrari. This big 



obnoxious dude you’ve never met with beer in hand comes up to you at a party and says, 
“that’s a sweet car. Mind if take it for a spin?” “Uh yeah I do!” That’s how your child feels when 
some random child grabs their special bear or truck. They don’t know if this kids is going to 
pull it’s arm off or drop it in the mud or what. They’re likely going to lose it! It’s like that 
obnoxious guy grabbing the keys and just getting right in your car. It’s just not cool! So if your 
child has a special item or two it’s ok to set some boundaries around not having to share that.  

But for other toys, whether they are your child’s or toys that she brought or toys that are out at 
the playdate and you want to help your child learn and understand the concept of sharing, 
here’s how you can do that. 

First you want to introduce the concept of taking turns. 

Actually as early as 2-3 you can start practice with turn taking. These are best done through 
movement Activities. This way they aren’t starting with a physical object but taking turns 
DOING something so things like hopscotch or some simplified version or simple physical task 
for a 2-3 year old, like walking across a beam type object, a log or parking birm, or low 
concrete planter. jumping from the letter A to B to C that is written in chalk on a sidewalk. You 
can do this and make it so it is just challenging enough for your child’s physical development so 
it’s fun but not too hard. What’s great about these types of activities is that they develop 
physical, cognitive AND social skills ALL at the same time! So you can play these games with 
your child or you can do this as part of play date when other kids are over. Also the game 
hullabaloo is a fun turn taking physical game for kids 3 to 4. 

If you have a child struggling with turn taking. Practice and Coaching the behavior every day. 
You want to think of yourself as child’s social coach. Just as if you were teaching math or how a 
household chore, teaching social skills is no different. One way to help work on teaching 
sharing is play with toys your child really likes so let’s say it’s zoo. Your child has all these toy 
animals and they like to set up a zoo with duple or blocks. You know your daughter really likes 
the giraffe best. So when you play, be sure to pick up the giraffe and comment something like, 
“I really like this giraffe because she’s got pretty eyelashes so I’m going to start with the 
giraffe.” Your daughter will likely want the giraffe. You want to first coach her how to properly 
ask for a turn. Then let her know, “I see you would like a turn with the giraffe. Since I picked it 
up first, it’s my turn first. You can have a turn in..” and give an amount of time you think your 
child can wait and not get too frustrated but pushes her just a bit to be patient for her turn. So 
if it’s 1 minute start with that, if it’s 2, start with that. Then proceed to play. If you can tell she’s 
getting frustrated and it’s pushing her to the brink and the 2 minutes aren’t up you still want to 
giver her a turn and positive feedback. “You are being very patient waiting for your turn. So I’m 
going to use the elephant now and let you have a turn with the giraffe.” As you do this you can 
stretch out the length of the turns over time. 



In addition you can also work on teaching empathy and the skills for emotional development, 
as these skills will support all positive social skills and interactions with family and friends. I will 
get into some skills for teaching emotion skills in the next section of the question. 

So now I want to get into how to help Tessa coach and teach her daughter to develop better 
emotion skills so she can find more positive ways of sharing her frustration rather than the 
meltdowns they are currently experiencing now. I’m going to go into building a foundation for 
emotion skills. It’s also important to mention that several things come into play here and one 
big thing is a lot of how our children naturally react and deal with situations is due to their 
temperament. Just because a child has big emotions or is persistent or sensitive or doesn’t 
deal well with change, or any of the other reasons their reactions are shaped by temperament, 
doesn’t mean that we can’t work on these. Temperament is inborn but there are many things 
we can do to help our child grow and learn better ways, even within their given temperament. 
Not just our child’s temperament but our own, colors every exchange we have with them. So 
for this reason, I consider the information in that class to be one of the most important ones I 
have. If you want to learn more about your child, yourself, your spouse and how to guide your 
child based on their temperament, that class is on the website at YourVillageOnline.com under 
the health and development section. 

When children struggle with social skills, social skills are the outward expression of their 
emotions, so are they are they hitting, kicking and thrashing? or taking a few deep breaths to 
calm down or using words to share their frustrations?  If they are hitting, kicking, grabbing, 
pinching etc this means they are struggling with the underlying emotion skills. So this is where 
they need our help. They need our help recognizing emotions first and only then can they learn 
the social skills to share them more appropriately next. Now again, certain temperament types 
will have a harder time with this and need more coaching than others. But just understanding 
that will help you to work with your child in that context and be more patient. So with a 
persistent child you can help your child find other ways to exercise persistence so it doesn’t 
need to be expressed in these moments so strongly. Again the temperament class goes into 
details on just how to do that along with other ways to work with your child as an individual 
with their unique personality traits. 

So how to do build a strong emotional foundation? You do a lot of work around teaching 
emotions.  

There are three times to work on the these skills, in the moment, while they are calming and 
when they are completely calm, during a time that is not connected to any kind of meltdown. 
You want to teach during all three of these times but the way you approach it at each of these 
times is very different.  The class on tantrums covers the steps of what to do during each of 
these three different times, The best time to teach emotion skills is when kids are already calm. 
These are the times these take hold the most. But with that said, you can’t always ignore an 
outburst while it’s happening, especially in instances where there is physical aggression or 
potential of that or property damage, such as throwing toys. 
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Here are some things to do during times of calming to build emotion skills: 

Talk about emotions throughout the day, yours, your child's and even other people’s. Talk 
about all emotions, not just the negative ones.  
 
“I’m so excited we are going to visit your cousins tomorrow!” “I’m so disappointed my dinner 
with my friend was cancelled for tonight. I was really excited to see her.”  

“You seem happy we get to go to the park today!” “You seem frustrated that your block tower 
fell over.” “That lady looks sad. I wonder why?” “That man seemed very happy we held the 
door for him!” 

Play games about emotions, like the silly faces game: “Show me your surprised face!” This is 
my surprised face!” “Show me your sad face” In the tantrums class we have a handout with a 
bunch of faces on it with 15 different emotions. I used this with my kids when they were 
younger to choose the emotion and mix them up. We always finished with show me your silliest 
face! 

Read books about emotions. There are SO many great books about emotions. Like Todd Parr 
The Feelings Book. When Wemberly worried. You can do an search for books about emotions 
for toddler or preschoolers on Google or Amazon. Also the classes on tantrums, your 
developing toddler and preschooler has a list to print out of the ones I found to be most highly 
rated and of interest to my kids as well. 

So for any parents, which is probably all of you with kids in this age range, who are dealing with 
lots of meltdowns and emotional outbursts, these are some good tips to get you started on 
building those emotion skills. For more on building emotion skills, and teaching and coaching 
social skills that build onto the emotion skills, the classes on tantrum, your developing 
preschooler and toddler, and really all of the positive discipline classes give the tools for 
building this strong foundation, mutual respect and communication and respectful boundaries 
around acceptable reactions. You can find all of these on the website at YourVillgeOnline.com.  

I thought I’d give a quick update too for those who’ve been asking about what we’ve been up 
to and asking about my race updates! I haven’t really shared much lately! Next weekend I’m 
taking my oldest son to his last championship meet while he’s still in the 9-10 age group. He 
moves up to 11-12s in less than two weeks! He was burning out on swimming again and was 
going to take another break. But he wanted to do this meet. So I said if he does the meet he 
has to commit to practice until the meet. He’s also doing volleyball twice a week now. But I’m 
not sure if he’s enjoying it as much as he thought he would because he now says he doesn’t 
want to take a break from swimming! Oh my goodness! 
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I’m taking it easy this year. We have a lot of things coming up that I’ll share later this year. So I 
pulled back on my races. I’m only planning on doing one 1/2 ironman this year. That’s in 
October. My sister wanted to do the Ventura 1/2 marathon. So she and her family are coming 
in in two weekends. So her, her husband and I are all doing that race.  What’s fun for me is that 
a 1/2 marathon is now “just a 1/2 marathon!” It’s really just a training day for me. It’s been a 
long time since I’ve had this kind of endurance, probably 18 years or so. So that’s fun!  

The kids are really loving their new school. This was a really great move for them. The project 
based learning and freedom to engage in projects that interest them and then the ability to go 
above and beyond in the ways and aspects that interest them have been just incredible for 
their engagement in the learning process. They were all so brave to give it a try, and leave their 
friends. I’m really proud of them! 

I f you have a parent ing quest ion you’d l ike answered, send an emai l to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week!
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